Front-End Amplifiers for Tuning Forks in Quartz Enhanced PhotoAcoustic Spectroscopy
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Abstract: A study of the front-end electronics for quartz tuning forks (QTFs) employed as optoacoustic transducers in quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) sensing is reported. Voltage amplifier-based electronics is proposed as an alternative to the transimpedance amplifier commonly employed in QEPAS experiments. The possibility to use differential input/output configurations with respect to a single-ended configuration has also been investigated. Four different architectures have been realized and tested: a single-ended transimpedance amplifier, a differential output transimpedance amplifier, a differential input voltage amplifier and a fully differential voltage amplifier. All of these amplifiers were implemented in a QEPAS sensor operating in the mid-IR spectral range. Water vapor in ambient air has been selected as the target gas species for the amplifiers’ testing and validation. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured for the different configurations has been used to compare the performances of the proposed architectures. We demonstrated that the fully differential voltage amplifier allows for a nearly doubled SNR with respect to the typically used single-ended transimpedance amplifier.
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1. Introduction

Optical sensors are well established for real-time, in situ and non-invasive trace gas detection [1]. They are widely exploited in different fields, such as breath analysis [2], environmental monitoring [3], industrial control [4] and explosive detection [5]. Among sensors based on optical techniques, quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) sensors have proved their capability to detect low gas concentrations, down to a part-per-trillion in volume [6]. In QEPAS, a laser beam is focused between the prongs of a quartz tuning fork (QTF) [7,8]. If the laser wavelength is resonant with a radiative transition, modulated-intensity light absorption causes the generation of weak acoustic waves via non-radiative relaxation processes. The acoustic wave is then detected by the QTF if the laser modulation frequency matches a QTF resonance frequency. Due to the quartz’ piezoelectric property,
the prongs’ mechanical strain induced by the acoustic wave on the QTF generates a displacement of charges. Gold electrodes deposited on the QTF surface collect the charges and allow the electrical signal to be acquired [9]. The lowest gas concentration detectable by the sensor is strictly related to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, the front-end electronics must be designed in order to collect the QTF signal as well as to keep the noise as low as possible. With this aim, several architectures can be studied for enhancing the SNR. The QTF piezoelectric signal can be considered either as a current or as a voltage signal. Thus, the QTF can be represented both as a current source and as a voltage source, each requiring an appropriate way to collect the generated signal. When represented as a current source, the front-end electronics for the QTF is implemented as a transimpedance amplifier, which is the most common configuration for sensitive elements generating current signals when externally stimulated [10–12]. In transimpedance amplifiers, the current signal is converted into a voltage signal by an operational amplifier, in which a feedback loop resistor defines the current-to-voltage conversion coefficient (i.e., transimpedance). The higher the value of the feedback loop resistor, the higher the gain and the noise of the amplifier, whereas the bandwidth decreases. In such a single-ended configuration, the resistor’s thermal noise directly affects the current signal generated by the QTF [13]. Transimpedance amplifiers have been widely employed for studying the performance of QEPAS sensors [14–16] and QTFs [17,18]. However, a different approach can also be used. The quartz charge constant, i.e., the electric charges developed per applied stress, is 4.6 pC/N, while the voltage constant, which represents the electric field produced in the quartz per applied stress, results 118 V·m/N [19–22]. These parameters characterize the piezoelectric properties of quartz and suggest that the QTF could have a low charge sensitivity but a high voltage sensitivity, and that the front-end electronics to be used is a voltage amplifier.

In [23], a preliminary study on the performances of a transimpedance and a voltage amplifier employed as the QTF, front-end electronics was performed by exciting the sensitive element with a speaker. In this work, we propose four different amplifier architectures to collect and amplify the QTF signal when employed in a standard mid-IR QEPAS sensor. A quantum cascade laser (QCL) was used as the excitation source for the QEPAS sensor to detect water vapor in standard air. For all amplifier architectures, the SNR has been calculated as the ratio between the peak values of the normalized QEPAS signal (corresponding to the maximum of the water absorption features) and the standard deviation of the normalized QEPAS signal acquired far from the absorption features.

2. Front-End Electronics Architecture

This investigation on representing a quartz tuning fork as a current or a voltage source aims to enhance the performance of the front-end electronics in terms of the collected signal. The SNR can be further improved by designing an amplifier input/output architecture that lowers the signal noise. The most common amplifier architecture employed in QEPAS sensors has a single-ended input configuration, where the voltage signal is referred to ground, as shown in Figure 1a. The noise affecting the QTF signal is a combination of the common-mode and differential-mode noise. This last type of noise is related to the characteristics of the sensitive element (e.g., thermal noise, shot noise) [24]. Once each noise source is characterized, a differential-mode contribution can be lowered by an analog filter. The common-mode noise is mainly related to electromagnetic interferences [25,26] and their contribution can be lowered by using a differential input amplifier (Figure 1b) [27].

In a typical QEPAS set-up, the amplified QTF signal is further demodulated by a lock-in amplifier. An improvement of the SNR can be achieved by employing a differential demodulation of the QTF signal. In this case, an amplifier architecture with a differential output configuration is required. The two outputs of the amplifier are fed into the lock-in amplifier for differential demodulation, as shown in Figure 1c. By combining the advantages provided by a differential input and a differential output configuration, a fully differential amplifier, as depicted in Figure 1d, is expected to yield the highest SNR.
Figure 1. Schematic of the quartz tuning fork (QTF)/front-end amplifier/lock-in connection for four input/output amplifier configurations: (a) single-ended, (b) differential input, (c) differential output and (d) fully differential.

Among the eight possible amplifier architectures obtained by alternating between a transimpedance and voltage amplifier, combined with the four input/output configurations shown in Figure 1, the performances of the four amplifier architectures were investigated and compared: a single-ended transimpedance amplifier, a differential output transimpedance amplifier, a differential input voltage amplifier, and a fully differential voltage amplifier. Circuit diagrams of the tested QTF amplifiers are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simplified circuit diagrams of the tested QTF signal amplifiers with: (a) voltage amplifier input, (b) transimpedance amplifier input.
In both cases, the amplifier consists of three stages. The first one contains an input circuit working in a voltage (Figure 2a) or transimpedance (Figure 2b) mode. The use of an instrumentational amplifier (AD623) [28] in the voltage input amplifier (Figure 2a) allows for the implementation of a fully differential input, in which the QTF is placed between the inverting and non-inverting inputs of the amplifier and none of these inputs are tied to the local signal ground of the signal amplifier, (the 2.2 MOhm resistors are used only in order to supply the minimum necessary bias current to both inputs). The separation of both inputs from the ground of the measurement apparatus set-up reduces the influence of the noise (such as electromagnetic parasitic interferences from the environment) that may be induced on the ground plane in the case of a non-differential configuration. The transimpedance input (Figure 2b) is implemented in a standard way. The remaining two stages shown in Figure 2a,b are identical in both amplifiers. The second stage is a programmable gain amplifier (PGA) based on an AD603 voltage gain amplifier (VGA) [29], in which the gain was adjustable with a potentiometer. A PGA was used instead of a fixed gain amplifier to easily adjust the gain, depending on the level of photoacoustic signal obtained in the experiments. The third stage consists of two fixed gain amplifiers which produce the output signals in counter-phase. As a result, we obtained a single-ended output (if only one of the output channels: A or B is used) or a differential output (in such a case both outputs, A and B must be used). Obviously, with such an implementation, the amplitude of the differential output signal was twice the single-ended output signal amplitude.

3. Quartz-Enhanced Photoacoustic Sensor

The QEPAS sensor setup employed to investigate the performance of the proposed amplifiers is depicted in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Schematic of the experimental apparatus. ADM—acoustic detection module, QTF—quartz tuning fork, L1, L2—lenses, PC—personal computer.](image)

A single-mode continuous-wave distributed-feedback QCL with a central emission at 7.72 μm was used as the light source. The QCL operates in the 20–30 °C temperature range and in the 140–280 mA injected current range. The laser beam was focused between the prongs of the QTF by using a ZnSe lens with a focal length of 75 mm (L1 in Figure 3). Its transmittance is 95% at the laser wavelength. The employed QTF has prongs spaced by 800 μm in order to minimize possible optical noise due to the light hitting the QTF prongs [17]. The frequency of the fundamental resonance mode is \( f_0 = 12456.16 \text{ Hz} \) at atmospheric pressure. The QTF is mounted in an acoustic detection module...
(ADM) equipped with two ZnSe windows for the laser beam’s entrance and exit. Beyond the ADM, a ZnSe lens (L2 in Figure 3) collects the light on the sensitive element of a power meter for optical alignment. A standard air cylinder and a Nafion humidifier were used to generate a gas mixture with a constant water vapor concentration of 2%. A gas flow controller was used to fix the mixture flow to 30 sccm, while a vacuum pump and a pressure controller were used to fix the gas pressure to 760 Torr. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy with second harmonic demodulation was employed as a detection scheme [30]. Laser wavelength modulation was achieved by dithering the current driver with a sinusoidal wave with a frequency of $f = f_0/2$. A ramp with a frequency of 5 mHz was added to the laser current driver in order to scan the wavelength emission across the absorption line. Both the fast modulation and the ramp were provided by a waveform generator (Tektronix AFG102). The QEPAS sensor architecture allowed for an easy interchange of the QTF front-end amplifiers, without altering the experimental conditions. A National Instrument Data Acquisition (DAQ) card (NI USB-6008) was used to acquire the QTF signal demodulated by a PerkinElmer 7265 lock-in amplifier. The lock-in integration time was set to 100 ms and the signal acquisition time to 300 ms. The reference signal for the lock-in amplifier was provided by the TTL output channel of the waveform generator.

At a laser operating temperature of 20 °C within its current dynamic range, the wavelength emission of the QCL ranges from 1296 to 1298 cm$^{-1}$. In this spectral range, the HITRAN database was used to simulate the absorption cross-section spectrum of standard air [31] as shown in Figure 4.

![Absorption Cross-Section of Standard Air](image)

**Figure 4.** Absorption cross-section of standard air at 760 Torr.

For our investigation, we selected the two highest water vapor absorption features, which peaked at 1296.48 and 1296.71 cm$^{-1}$ with absorption cross-sections of $4.7 \times 10^{-23}$ and $3.1 \times 10^{-23} \text{cm}^2$/molecule, respectively.

4. Results and Discussion

The performances of the four amplifiers were evaluated and compared by acquiring the QEPAS spectral scans of the water absorption features, as shown in Figure 4. The QEPAS signal was recorded while varying the laser current, i.e., the laser wavenumber. In Figure 5, the normalized QEPAS spectral scans obtained by using the four different architecture amplifiers are reported. Normalization was performed to allow for an easy comparison of the SNRs. Measurements were performed by switching the amplifiers and maintaining the experimental conditions, namely the gas pressure, flow and concentration, as well as the optical alignment and lock-in integration time being fixed. For each spectral scan a current modulation depth of 24 mA was used, thereby maximizing the two QEPAS peaks’ signals.
Figure 5. Normalized 2f-QEPAS signals of a mixture containing 2% of water vapor acquired with (a) single-ended transimpedance amplifier, (b) differential output transimpedance amplifier, (c) differential input voltage amplifier and (d) fully differential voltage amplifier. In the insets the enlarged views of the noise fluctuations are shown.

In each spectral scan, the two water vapor absorption peaks are clearly distinguishable with a small overlap between the negative lobes of the 2f-waveforms. The range between 1296.1 and 1296.25 cm\(^{-1}\) is free from any absorption feature as also shown by a HITRAN simulation in Figure 4. Hence, this range is suitable for the estimation of the 1σ noise level for the amplifiers under test. Starting from these values, the SNR of the two peaks was calculated for each employed amplifier as the performance parameter to be compared. The noise levels and SNRs for both water vapor peaks are summarized in Table 1 for the four amplifier architectures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amplifier Architecture</th>
<th>Noise (σ)</th>
<th>SNR @ 1296.48 cm(^{-1})</th>
<th>SNR @ 1296.71 cm(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-Ended Transimpedance</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Output Transimpedance</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Input Voltage</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully-Differential Voltage</td>
<td>0.00951</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using a single-ended transimpedance amplifier (Figure 5a), the measured noise is 0.0172, with an SNR\(_{DT}\) of the strongest water vapor peak of 58. With the differential output transimpedance amplifier (Figure 5b), the QEPAS noise measured is 0.0130 with an SNR\(_{DT}\) of 77 for the same water vapor absorption line, 1.3 times higher than the value obtained with the single-ended architecture.
This result confirms that the SNR can be enhanced when a differential design is selected. The noise level measured by using a differential input voltage amplifier is 0.0107 (Figure 5c). The calculated $\text{SNR}_{\text{DIV}}$ is 93, 1.6 times greater than $\text{SNR}_{\text{ST}}$ and 1.22 times greater than $\text{SNR}_{\text{DT}}$, suggesting that a voltage amplifier architecture improves the QTF front-end electronics performance. For a QEPAS noise of 0.00951 (Figure 5d), the achieved $\text{SNR}_{\text{FDV}}$ for the peak at 1296.48 cm$^{-1}$ is 105. Combined with a differential output configuration, the voltage amplifier architecture leads to an overall SNR enhancement of nearly double, with respect to the most used single-ended transimpedance amplifier. This demonstrates that a QTF can be more efficiently schematized as a voltage generator rather than a current generator. Similar results have been obtained for the SNRs measured for the water vapor peak falling at 1296.71 cm$^{-1}$.

5. Conclusions

In this work, four different architectures were tested for the front-end amplifier electronics of a QTF employed as an optoacoustic transducer in a QEPAS sensor. The QEPAS spectra measured for H$_2$O vapor in air show that the differential architecture improves the SNR, with respect to the single-ended configuration for both transimpedance and voltage amplifiers. This confirms that the differential structure allows for an increase in the SNR. Moreover, the performed experiments show that the voltage configuration of the QEPAS preamplifier based on an AD623 instrumental amplifier has better noise properties with respect to the transimpedance configuration employing with OP184. The AD623-based fully differential voltage amplifier results in a $\text{SNR}_{\text{FDV}}$ 1.4 times higher than $\text{SNR}_{\text{DT}}$ measured with a differential output transimpedance amplifier, and 1.8 times higher than $\text{SNR}_{\text{ST}}$ measured with the commonly employed single-ended transimpedance amplifier, both based on the OP184 component. All of these measurements pave the way for designing an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The integrated circuits will allow for a better signal path matching and thus, further enhancing the QEPAS SNR.
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